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The Persuasive Brief, from Cover to Conclusion 
Using Ancient Arts and Modern Science to Make Your Brief More Persuasive  

Copyright© 2021 Raymond P. Ward 

The sole purpose of a brief is to persuade the court: 

You write to persuade a court, not to impress a client…. The 

key word is “persuasion.” If a brief does not persuade, it fails…. 

Persuasion is the only test that counts. Literary style, massive 

displays of scholarship, citations that thunder from the ages, 

and catchy phrases are uniformly pointless if the writing does 

not persuade.1 

Every part of a brief can be persuasive. This does not mean that every part of a brief should 

be argumentative. In fact, argument can be counterproductive if made in the wrong place 

or at the wrong time. See, e.g., the arraignment scene in My Cousin Vinnie 

(https://youtu.be/xnVP4cr9X0U). 

 

 

                                                        
1 Tessa L. Dysart, Leslie H. Southwick, and Ruggero J. Aldisert, Winning on Appeal 15 (3d ed. 2017). 

https://youtu.be/xnVP4cr9X0U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnVP4cr9X0U
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In this presentation, I hope to show how every part of a brief—even the cover—can help to 

persuade the reader without misplaced argument. I also hope to show you how to make the 

argumentative parts of the brief more persuasive by improving their form. 

The theory 

Classical rhetoric 
Aristotle said that we persuade by three means: 

Logos: the appeal to reason. 

Pathos: the appeal to emotion. 

Ethos: the ethical appeal; the appeal based on the speaker’s or speech’s credibility. 

Most lawyers know how to use logos; that’s what we learn in law school. A few lawyers 

know how to use pathos without going overboard. But most lawyers are unaware of ethos: 

what it is, how to harness it. 

Some elaborations on ethos, adapted to brief writing: 

“As a mode of invention, ethos suggests that the advocate 

consider arguments based on the knowledge, experience, 

credibility, integrity, or trustworthiness of the [writer]. Ethos 

may emerge from the character of the advocate herself, from 

the character of another actor within the argument, or from 

sources used in the argument.” 

—Linda L. Berger and Kathryn M. Stanchi, Legal Persuasion: A 

Rhetorical Approach to the Science 5 (2018). 

* * * 

“The ethical appeal can be the most effective kind of appeal; 

even the cleverest and soundest appeal to reason could fall on 

deaf ears if the audience reacted unfavorably to the [writer’s] 

character…. 

“The ethical appeal is exerted, according to Aristotle, when the 

[brief] itself impresses the audience that the [writer] is a 

person of sound sense …, high moral character …, and 

benevolence …. Notice that it is the [brief] itself that must 
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create this impression…. Some people, of course, already have 

a reputation familiar to an audience; this reputation, if it is a 

good one, will favorably dispose an audience toward them, 

even before they utter a word. In the last analysis, however, it 

is the [brief] itself that must establish or maintain the ethical 

appeal, for what a person says in any particular [brief] could 

weaken or destroy any previously established reputation.” 

—Edward P.J. Corbett and Robert J. Connors, Classical Rhetoric 

for the Modern Student 72 (4th ed. 1999). 

Cognitive psychology 

Cognitive psychology is the study of the mental processes dictating how people think and 

process information.2 Cognitive scientists have identified two ways that people process 

information, labelled System 1 and System 2.  

 System 1 is how most people operate most of the time. System 1 operates intuitively 

and heuristically.  

 System 2 takes over when we encounter difficulty. System 2 operates carefully, 

analytically, and critically. 

Persons using System 1 tend to like what they see and accept as true what they are told. In 

contrast, persons using System 2 are skeptical and critical about what they are seeing and 

hearing.3 

As brief writers, we want judges to read our brief using System 1. We want them to be at 

ease, to like what they see and to be receptive to what we are telling them. 

Research in cognitive science shows that, while we can’t control which system the judge 

uses when reading our brief, we can influence it: we can make it easier for the judge to read 

our brief using System 1. We do this through fluency. Fluency is the subject experience of 

ease or difficulty with which we process information.4 Readers who experience fluency are 

more likely to like what they are reading5 and to believe in its truth.6 

                                                        
2 Julie A. Baker, And the Winner Is: How Principles of Cognitive Science Resolve the Plain Language Debate, 80 
UMKC L. Rev. 287, 295 (2011). 
3 See Daniel Kahneman, Thinking, Fast and Slow 60 (2011). 
4 Daniel M. Oppenheimer, The Secret Life of Fluency, 12 Trends in Cognitive Sciences 237 (2008). 
5 Rolf Reber, Piotr Winkielman & Norbert Schwarz, Effects of Perceptual Fluency on Affective Judgments, 9 
Psychological Science No. 1, at 45 (1998). 
6 Rolf Reber & Norbert Schwarz, Effects of Perceptual Fluency on Judgments of Truth, 8 Consciousness and 
Cognition 338–42 (1999). 
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According to research, anything that promotes fluency tends to put the reader at ease and 

encourage the reader to process information using System 1.7 Apart from good substance, 

there are two things every brief writer can do to promote fluency: 

1. Use plain language. Research shows that writers who use plain language are 

perceived as being more intelligent and capable than writers who use complex 

language, big words, and jargon (legalese).8 

2. Make the text as easy to read as possible within the rules. If you get to choose the 

font (as in the La. Supreme Court or U.S. Fifth Circuit), choose one that provides the 

highest contrast. High contrast between text and background promotes fluency. 

Research also shows that anything that promotes fluency also promotes ethos. Readers 

experiencing fluency perceive the writer as being more intelligent, knowledgeable, and 

capable, while readers experiencing disfluency perceive the writer as being less intelligent, 

less knowledgeable, and less capable.9 

Putting the theory into practice 
Here are things you can do use in every part of the brief to promote fluency, System 1 

thinking, and the ethos of your brief. 

1. Follow the rules. If the readers see that you are following the rules, they will think 

that you know the rules and care about following them, thus helping to establish 

ethos. You will also encourage the readers to experience fluency because they will 

see that you are trying to make their job easier, or at least avoid making it harder. 

This, in turn, encourages readers to read your brief using System 1. 

 

In federal court, read and follow Fed. R. App. P. 28 and 32 and any governing local 

rules. In state court, read and follow the court’s counterparts to FRAP 28 and 32. 

 

Failure to follow the rules can sabotage your brief. As an example, let’s look at what 

the U.S. Seventh Circuit has done over the years when the parties’ jurisdictional 

statements failed to comply with Fed. R. App. P. 28 and 7th Cir. R. 28: 

                                                        
7 Kahneman, supra n. 3, at 62–63. 
8 See Raymond P. Ward, The Science Behind Plain Language, 19 Scribes J. of Legal Writing 181 (2020); Daniel 
M. Oppenheimer, Consequences of Erudite Vernacular Utilized Irrespective of Necessity: Problems with Using 
Long Words Needlessly, 20 Applied Cognitive Psychology 139 (2006); Robert W. Benson & Joan B. Kessler, 
Legalese v. Plain English: An Empirical Study of Persuasion and Credibility in Legal Writing, 20 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 
301, 314 (1987). 
9 Oppenheimer, Consequences of Erudite Vernacular, supra n. 8, at 148–49. 
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a. Brief rejected or stricken. Baez-Sanchez v. Sessions, 862 F.3d 638 (7th Cir. 

2017). 

b. Counsel publicly reprimanded. Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Eastern Atlantic Ins. Co., 

260 F.3d 742 (7th Cir. 2001). 

c. Violation of local rule governing jurisdictional statements “sanctionable.” 

Meyerson v. Harrah’s East Chicago Casino, 299 F.3d 616 (7th Cir. 2002). 

d. Parties and their counsel publicly criticized for their “insouciance about 

jurisdiction,” which the court found “unprofessional” and “particularly 

disturbing.” Wise v. Wachovia Securities, LLC, 450 F.3d 265 (7th Cir. 2006). 

e. Failure to comply with rule on jurisdictional statements labeled 

“malpractice.” Smoot v. Mazda Motors of Am., Inc., 469 F.3d 675 (7th Cir. 

2006). 

Not exactly conducive toward building ethos and persuading the court.  

2. Don’t be satisfied with doing the bare minimum necessary to follow the rules. Do 

everything you can think of within the rules to make the reader’s job easier. Work 

hard so the reader doesn’t have to. Show empathy for the reader. 

3. Use plain language. 

4. Use an attractive, legible typeface. AVOID ALL CAPS BECAUSE WRITING IN ALL 

CAPS IS HARDER TO READ. Avoid underlining because underlining obscures parts 

of the letters g, j, p, q, and y, making them harder to read and to distinguish from the 

other letters. 

 

For state-of-the-art typography, read and follow Typography for Lawyers, by 

Matthew Butterick. For free advice on typography, consult these sources: 

a. The U.S. Seventh Circuit’s Requirements and Suggestions for Typography in 

Briefs and Other Papers, available at 

http://www.ca7.uscourts.gov/forms/type.pdf. 

b. Painting with Print by Ruth Anne Robbins, available at 

https://www.alwd.org/index.php?option=com_attachments&task=download

&id=170. 

http://www.ca7.uscourts.gov/forms/type.pdf
https://www.alwd.org/index.php?option=com_attachments&task=download&id=170
https://www.alwd.org/index.php?option=com_attachments&task=download&id=170
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Cover page 

 Include everything required by the rules, e.g., Fed. R App. P. 32. 

 Make it reader friendly. 

o Use contrasting type to emphasize information likely to be most important to 

the reader and de-emphasize less-important information. Don’t put 

everything in bold. 

 Consider using enlarged bold sans-serif type for the case number and 

title of the brief. 

 Otherwise, stick to plain type. 

o Make it as legible and visually attractive as you can within the rules. 

 Avoid all caps. 

 Avoid underlining. 

o Avoid needless clutter. 

 Everyone knows that “(504) 555-1212” is a phone number. 

 Everyone knows that “somebodys.name@domain.com” is an email 

address. 

Example 1 is typical: all caps everywhere, no contrast. Example 2 is my attempt at 

remaking Example 1. Example 3 is by my colleague Aaron McLeod; it’s exemplary. 
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Example 1 (hard to read) 
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Example 2 (easier to read) 
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Example 3 (exemplary) 
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Table of contents 

 The cardinal rule: make it as visually appealing and useful to the reader as you can. 

 The computer is not a typewriter. Learn how to format text in Word. 

o Use hanging indents. 

o Use right indentation so that only the page numbers touch the right margin. 

o Use right tabs and dot leaders for page numbers. 

 Use point headings. 

o Each point headings should be a sentence.  

o Use upper and lower case the same as you would for a sentence in text. 

o For subheadings, use indentation to show the structure and hierarchy. 

 Avoid all caps. Use initial caps only for main headings (e.g. “Statement of the Case”). 

 Put some white space between the listed items.  

Examples 4 and 5 show what not to do. Example 4 contains minimal information to help 

the reader know what the case is about. It shows minimal effort by the brief writer to help 

the court navigate the brief. Example 5 is the second page of a table of contents from 

another brief. The writer’s choices (or lack of them) makes the reading unnecessarily 

difficult.  

Example 6 is from a reply brief by Aaron McLeod. Note the easy-to-read typeface in the 

point headings and the use of indentation to show the structure of the argument and 

hierarchy of the point headings and sub-headings.  
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Example 4 (unhelpful) 
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Example 5 (ugly) 
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Example 6 (exemplary) 
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Table of authorities 

 Follow the same formatting guidelines as those for the table of contents. 

 Don’t underline anything. Use italics for case names. 

 Don’t use all caps. 

Example 7 is a table of authorities from an actual brief. It screams—in bold, all-capitalized 

letters—that the lawyer didn’t bother to proofread. The writer also failed to list the cases in 

alphabetical order, making it harder for the reader to use the table to locate a particular 

case. 

Example 8 has at least two things making it unnecessarily difficult to read: almost 

everything underlined, and no dot leaders between the authorities and the page numbers. 

Example 9 shows the right way to do it. It’s easy on the eyes and reader-friendly. These 

qualities promote fluency, which carries over into the substantive parts of the brief.  
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Example 7 (yikes!) 
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Example 8 (could be better) 
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Example 9 (good) 
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Jurisdictional statement 

The jurisdictional statement serves one purpose: to demonstrate that the appellate court 

has jurisdiction. The goal is to leave the reader-judge satisfied that the court has 

jurisdiction. If the jurisdictional statement fails this purpose, it may leave the reader-judge 

wondering whether the court has jurisdiction as she or he reads the rest of the brief. The 

resulting distraction takes the reader-judge’s attention away from the argument. (And in 

some courts, like the U.S. Seventh Circuit, worse things can happen too. See pp. 4–5 above.) 

A good jurisdictional statement not only avoids these problems; it also demonstrates the 

brief writer’s knowledge of and compliance with the rules. This builds ethos, which 

enhances persuasiveness. 

Writing a good jurisdictional statement is easy: just follow the applicable rule. For briefs in 

the U.S. courts of appeals, follow Fed. R. App. P. 28(a)(4). 

 What to include 

o In federal court, the basis of the district court’s original jurisdiction. If 

jurisdiction is based on diversity, state the citizenships of the parties and 

provide citations to the parts of the record establishing citizenship. 

o A showing that the judgment appealed from is an appealable judgment, 

supported by record citations and citations to the specific law making the 

judgment appealable. 

o A showing that the appeal is timely. This showing should include the 

following: 

 Citation of the specific statute or rule establishing the time limit to 

appeal. 

 The date the clock started ticking (usually entry of judgment), with a 

supporting record citation. 

 The date(s) that the notice of appeal was filed, with supporting record 

citation. 

 What not to include 

o Argument on the merits of the appeal. Wrong time, wrong place. Remember 

the arraignment scene in My Cousin Vinnie. 

Example 10 is not bad. It includes all the necessary information. It could be improved with 

record citations to the judgment being appealed and the notice of appeal. Example 11 is 

exemplary. Note the citations to specific laws governing appeals of this type, and the record 

citations to parts of the record establishing timeliness.  
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Example 10 (not bad, but missing record citations) 
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Example 11 (exemplary) 
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Statement of Issues 

Under the federal rules, the statement of issues is the reader’s introduction to the merits of 

the appeal. It provides the context for everything that follows, the lens through which the 

reader views the rest of the brief. Done right, it primes the reader to understand the facts 

and argument on the first reading. 

In law school, you may have been taught to phrase an issue statement in one humongous 

convoluted sentence, structured like this: 

Whether [yada yada yada] when [blah blah blah blah blah] and 

[blah blah blah blah blah] and [yada yada yada]? 

Issue statements like this are hard to read and understand. The likely result: loss of fluency. 

Confronted with an issue statement like this, the reader-judge is likely to do one of two 

things: (1) skim over it; or (2) try to understand it, requiring System 2 thinking. If the 

reader skims over it, you’ve lost the opportunity to inform and persuade the reader. If the 

reader engages System 2, then the issue statement is actually counter-productive for 

persuasion. 

While there is no one-and-only method for composing a statement of issues, legal-writing 

expert Bryan Garner has come up with a good formula, which he calls the “deep issue.”10 

The characteristics of the deep issue include the following: 

 It contains simple declarative sentences and ends with a question. Easy-to-digest 

sentences promote fluency. Long, convoluted sentences have the opposite effect. 

 It takes the form of a syllogism.  

o The major premise, stated in the first sentence, is the governing rule of law. It 

should be unarguable. 

o The minor premise, stated in the second sentence, consists of the critical 

facts of the case, stated as concretely as you can manage. The closer they are 

to being unarguable, the better. 

o The conclusion is the question the court has to answer to decide the case. 

 It is honest and fair. If it’s too argumentative, it will trigger the reader-judge’s 

defenses, causing the reader-judge to engage System 2. 

 Its maximum length is 75 words. Why 75 words? Fluency. Garner explains: 

During the early 1990s, I tested issues of various lengths on 

hundreds of lawyers and judges, gauging both comprehension 

                                                        
10 See Antonin Scalia and Bryan A. Garner, Making Your Case: The Art of Persuading Judges 83–88 (2008); 
Bryan A. Garner, The Redbook § 23, at 463–64 (2013); Bryan A. Garner, The Winning Brief 77–131 (3d ed. 
2014). 
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and willingness to embark on the task of reading. Confronted 

by a paragraph-like issue statement of more than 75 words, 

readers begin to balk. Many would say they didn’t have the 

time or energy to focus on it. But at 75 or fewer words, they’d 

give it a try. And a well-worded issue of that length would 

inevitably pique their interest.11 

Here are two examples of good issue statements from the same brief. 

Examples 12(1) and 12(2) 

 

  

                                                        
11 The Winning Brief 105. 
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Here’s another good one (same author, different brief): 

Example 13 

 

Statement of the case: Procedural history 
Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(a)(6), the statement of the case must include the relevant 

procedural history and identify the rulings presented for review. Consider this advice from 

Judge Ruggero J. Aldisert:   

In this portion of the brief you verify the procedural history of the case by 

answering these questions: 

 Who: Who won in the trial court? Who is taking the appeal? 

 What: What is the general area of law implicated in the appeal, and 

what specifically are the issues? 

 Where: Where has the case been so far? A trial court, 

administrative agency or intermediate court? 

 When: When was the alleged error committed? During the pre-

trial, trial or post-trial stage? 

 How: How was the case resolved? By summary judgment, a direct 

verdict, a jury verdict or a nonjury award?12 

If the procedural history precedes a detailed factual statement, consider giving the 

reader-judge a taste of the facts—the 20-second version. Doing this will help the reader 

understand the significance of the procedural events and prime the reader for the more 

detailed factual story. 

                                                        
12 Ruggero J. Aldisert, Winning on Appeal § 9.1, at 147 (Rev. 1st ed.). 
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Here is the procedural history from a brief in the medical-malpractice case. The marginal 

comments point out where the writer tried to convey the information suggested by Judge 

Aldisert.  

Example 14 

 

This case is a medical-malpractice action [1] related to care 

received at Louisiana General Hospital by David Smith. [2] David 

was two years old when his parents sought care in May 2002 for 

his broken right arm. After going through the medical-review-

panel process, [3] David’s parents filed suit in 2007, naming as 

defendants Louisiana General Hospital, Dr. Robert Jones, Dr. 

Gregory Green, Dr. William Adams, Dr. James Pope, and Gotham 

City Hospital, located in Michigan. Dr. Pope was a third-year 

resident employed by Gotham City Hospital who, in May 2002, 

was working a three-month rotation in orthopedic surgery at 

Louisiana General Hospital. By amended petitions, the Smiths 

added as defendants the Board of Supervisors of LSU (employer 

of Drs. Jones, Green, and Adams) and Gotham City Hospital as the 

alleged insurer of Dr. Pope.  

[4] Before trial, Louisiana General Hospital was dismissed by 

summary judgment, and the Smiths settled with LSU and Drs. 

Jones, Green, and Adams. They went to trial against Dr. Pope and 

Gotham City Hospital, who, because they were domiciled in 

Michigan, did not know to file the necessary papers in Louisiana 

to qualify for the $500,000 medical-malpractice damages cap. See 

La. R.S. 40:1231.2(B). 

[5] At trial, the same evidence used to argue Dr. Pope’s fault 

applied equally to Dr. Green. The allegation against Dr. Pope was 

that he misinterpreted an x-ray taken after a cast was placed on 

David’s arm, failing to see that a part of the cast could be 

impinging blood flow. Less than 24 hours after being treated by 

Dr. Pope, David’s parents returned to the same emergency room 

at Louisiana General Hospital, where David was treated by Dr. 

Green. It was undisputed that Dr. Green assessed the same cast 

placed by Dr. Pope, that Dr. Green looked at the same post-

reduction x-rays as Dr. Pope, that Dr. Green interpreted the x-

rays the same way as Dr. Pope, and that even though David was 

1. General area of law 
 
2. Who are the parties 
(this paragraph and the 
next) 
 
3. Where has the case 
been 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Relevant procedural 
history 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Bird’s eye view of facts 
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at this point suffering from excessive swelling and discoloration 

of his fingers, Dr. Green discharged David without splitting the 

cast. Because Dr. Green did nothing whatsoever to address 

David’s condition, David suffered permanent damage to muscles 

and nerves in his forearm, leading to a diagnosis of Volkmann’s 

contracture. In closing arguments, plaintiffs’ counsel 

acknowledged the fault of settling defendant Dr. Green, 

suggesting a 20% fault allocation to him. 

Despite this undisputed evidence and the Smiths’ suggested fault 

allocation, the jury [6] allocated no fault to Dr. Green, instead 

allocating 100% fault to Dr. Pope. [7] And although David makes 

no claim for future medical treatment, lost wages, loss of earning 

capacity, or any other special damages, the jury awarded general 

damages totaling $10 million. [8] 

Dr. Pope and Gotham City Hospital moved for new trial, [9] 

arguing that at least some fault must be assigned to Dr. Green and 

that the $10 million award for general damages is excessive. [10] 

The trial court summarily denied their motion for new trial. Dr. 

Pope and Gotham City Hospital have appealed. [11] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. How the case was 
resolved (by jury verdict) 
 
7. Error # 1 
 
8. Error # 2 
 
 
9. Additional relevant 
procedural history 
 
10. Errors restated 
 
 
11. Who appealed 
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Statement of the case: Relevant facts 

The statement of facts should not be a summary of the trial transcript. It should be a story. 

Your task in writing the statement of facts is easy to say but takes a lot of work to pull off: 

Figure out what the story is from your client’s perspective; then arrange and present the 

facts to tell that story.  

If the story is long and complex, break it up into short, easy-to-digest chapters, and give 

each chapter a point heading or topic heading. The smaller chunks, each focused on one 

area, make for easier reading, and the headings along the way prime the readers for what 

lies ahead and lets them know where the brief is headed. Both of these things promote 

fluency. Here’s an illustration from the table of contents in a brief by Aaron McLeod: 

Example 15 

 

Aaron took an 11-page fact statement and broke it into chunks of 3 to 4 pages each. The 

result: the readers received frequent breaks, making their task easier. In one word: fluency. 

Below is another example, again using the table of contents as an illustration. This fact 

statement took 14 legal-sized pages to tell a story spanning several years. The brief authors 

broke it into 7 shorter chunks of 2 to 3 pages each, using full-sentence subheadings to 

encapsulate the story: 
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Example 16 

 

Argument 

To achieve fluency in the argument, do the things discussed above. Use plain language. 

Keep the length and complexity of the sentences under control. Break long paragraphs into 

shorter paragraphs, and break long sections into subsections. 

Above all, use point headings. Every section of the argument should make one point. That 

point should be stated in a point heading. The point heading should be a declarative 

sentence, preferably no longer than 2 to 3 lines. (Garner recommends 15 to 35 words.13) 

The point headings, when compiled in the table of contents, should show an argument with 

a sound structure and a logical progression. 

To illustrate these principles, let’s have another look at Aaron McLeod’s reply brief in the 

Stout case. The table of contents shows how Aaron used point headings and subheadings to 

structure a 24-page argument, breaking a long, complex argument into digestible chunks.  

                                                        
13 The Winning Brief 404. 
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Example 17 
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Below is another example. The argument was 21 legal-size pages. The authors broke it up 

into three main sections, each containing four subsections.   

Example 18 
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Conclusion: “What do you want the court to do?” 14 

Remember what we said at the beginning: the brief only purpose is to persuade. You want 

to persuade the court to do something. Whatever that something is, say it in the conclusion. 

That’s what Fed. R. App. P. 28(a)(9) and most state counterparts require. But don’t take my 

word for it: 

An important part of finalizing your brief is writing an effective 

conclusion, which is required by the federal rules. In this 

conclusion, you must advise the court precisely the relief you 

seek. Tell it what you want. 

.… If you are seeking a remand with a direction to enter 

judgment notwithstanding the verdict, say so. Otherwise, the 

court may conclude that you are requesting a new trial. If you 

are requesting a remand with a direction to dismiss the 

complaint or enter judgment in favor of your client, say so. Be 

very specific. 

— Tessa L. Dysart, Leslie H. Southwick, and Ruggero J. Aldisert, 

Winning on Appeal 227 (3d ed. 2017). 

 

New lawyers in particular seem to worry about telling courts 

what to do…. The better strategy is to be confident and 

forthright: “Because …, this Court should grant the summary 

judgment that Jackson here seeks.” 

— Bryan A. Garner, The Winning Brief 687 (3d ed. 2014). 

In an appellate brief, there are generally only three things a party can ask for: 

1. Reverse the trial court’s judgment. 

2. Modify the trial court’s judgment. 

3. Affirm the trial court’s judgment. 

Most lawyers manage to get this much right. But occasionally, you run across something 

like this: 

                                                        
14 Apologies to Allen Toussaint and Boz Scaggs. 
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Example 19 

 

In case you’re wondering, this was an appeal from a summary judgment. What did the 

appellants want the appellate court to do with that summary judgment? Who knows? 

So in your conclusion, make sure to say exactly what it is you’ve been trying to persuade 

the court to do. That’s the bare minimum. 

But don’t stop there. Bryan Garner and the late Antonin Scalia advised brief writers to “be 

more ambitious.”15 They recommended that you “preface [the request for relief] with a true 

conclusion to your argument—one or two paragraphs encapsulating your winning 

syllogism in a fresh and vivid way.”16 Here are two good examples by Aaron McLeod: 

Example 20 

 

                                                        
15 Antonin Scalia and Bryan A. Garner, Making Your Case: The Art of Persuading Judges 100 (2008). 
16 Id. 
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Example 21 

 

[page break] 

 

 


